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technology incorporated in the Secap Edition of Bulk Mailer. Mailing
tools are integrated into an organization’s application infrastructure.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-523-0320. Or, circle
Secap on the Reader Service Card.

§ SynTel, LLC
CATEGORY: Database Postal Software

PRODUCT: AutoMail PRO

COMPANY: SynTel, LLC, 3401 One Pl, Jonesboro, AR 72401.
Phone: 800-898-2540.

AUTOMAIL PRO: Functions as a preprocessor and fits seamlessly
into one’s current document production environment, eliminating the
need for third-party processors and allowing users to secure sensitive
customer information inside the organization. AutoMail PRO is the
leading mailroom automation software that calculates dissimilar
weight mail pieces and assigns the appropriate postage. AutoMail PRO
verifies addresses, presorts the mailing, calculates and quantifies post-
age and reduces the work involved in preparing one’s mailing.

STREAMLINE MAILING OPERATIONS AND MINIMIZE
POSTAGE COSTS: Take advantage of maximum postage discounts
available from a fully USPS certified and integrated process. AutoMail
provides additional operational benefits by eliminating the need to use
a postage meter and effectively reducing the costs of labor, equipment,
supplies, improving accuracy and mail delivery through manifesting
technology.

REDUCE POSTAGE COST: Presort files to USPS standards, count
pages, calculate weights, and qualify mailings for the lowest possible
postage rates.

REDUCE EQUIPMENT COST: Calculate the individual weight and
thickness of each piece and assign postage accordingly, removing the
postage meter from the process.

REDUCE LABOR COST: Automate mail production process, elimi-
nate manual tasks and reduce completion times from days to minutes.

REDUCE SUPPLY COST: Eliminate the need to purchase large
amounts of expensive ink to run the meter machine.

IMPROVE ACCURACY AND DELIVERY TIMES: Match an ad-
dress to the national postal database and return the complete ZIP+4 and
Intelligent Mail barcode. It will presort one’s file before it is printed, so
mail pieces print in presorted order. Once documents are inserted into
envelopes, they are ready to deliver to the Post Office, eliminating
manual sorting and the need for third-party mail-sorting houses.

SECURITY VERIFICATION: Provide reports for audit tracking.
Each mailpiece is assigned a unique sequence number which is linked to
the customer account number for tracking and verification of mailing.

TRAINING/CUSTOMER SUPPORT: Complete 24/7 training and
support is offered from SynTel’s Jonesboro, AR, headquarters. Expert
technicians provide unlimited, in-house, toll-free customer telephone
support and e-mail support.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (ALL SOFTWARE PACKAGES):
SynTel, LLC staff can provide a variety of in-house software, mailing
consulting services, or customize group or individual training packages
to be held on-site or at via phone, Jonesboro, AR, headquarters.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-898-2540 ext. 5358. Or,
circle SynTel, LLC on the Reader Service Card.
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§ Bell and Howell
CATEGORY: Document Printing Software

PRODUCTS: cQuencer, ReCompose, PlanetPress

COMPANY: Bell and Howell, 75 Josons Drive, Rochester NY 14623-
3494. Phone: 800-337-0442.

RECOMPOSE: ReCompose software helps mailers improve the ap-
pearance, relevance and traceability of documents to make every com-
munication more effective and every mailing process more trackable.
ReCompose is a print stream manipulation software that can modify
the appearance of print-ready output without having to re-engineer a
legacy billing or statement application. Document modifications can
include design enhancements, adding charts, optimizing document or-
der and account delivery information, data format transformation, and
more. The system’s intuitive user interface allows development and
testing of applications in a Windows environment and execution on a
variety of platforms, including Windows, UNIX or mainframe.

cCQUENCER: cQuencer is an advanced postal management solution
that can shave valuable time off processing speeds, improve mailpiece
delivery and postal reporting, and ensure the lowest possible postage
costs. Windows or AIX compatible, it can arrange complex First-Class
statement mailings; supply required USPS CASS and MAC Batch cer-
tified processing; and work with users’ printers and inserters to produce
the most efficient and economical mailing possible.

PLANETPRESS: Developed by Objectif Lune and offered by Bell
and Howell, PlanetPress composition and enhancement software offers
an optimal method for the creation, management and distribution of
business documents. It enables one-to-one marketing, transactional
printing and more, enhancing customer communications by allowing
for precise customization of anything from direct mail pieces to state-
ment and policy applications.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-337-0442. Or, circle Bell
and Howell on the Reader Service Card.

§ BUSKRO USA
CATEGORY: Document Printing Software

PRODUCT: Compose IQ Software

COMPANY: Buskro USA Ltd., P.O. Box 987, Norwich, NY
13815-0987. Contact: Chris Chesebro.  Phone: 888-828-7576.

COMPOSE IQ SOFTWARE: Buskro inkjet controllers come
equipped with Buskro’s Compose IQ software package. The easy-to-
use, Windows-based WYSIWYG interface and its powerful layout edi-
tor allows the user to fully customize their print job quickly and easily.
Compose IQ also features advanced functions for matched mail (read
and print), master/slave, post print verification, production audit re-
porting, real time multi-zone tracking, and is easily integrated with
reading devices such as camera systems, barcode readers and magnetic
stripe readers to increase personalization and integrity. Buskro’s
unique one-to-one data relationship allows its tracking system to fol-
low products over multiple transport zones in real time without the use
of data buffers. This provides greater integrity and minimizes the risk
of mismatches inherent in buffered systems.

FEATURES: Compose IQ can accept data in virtually any format and
can utilize any true type font. All commonly used barcodes are built
into Compose IQ including the USPS IMB and advanced 2D barcodes.


